24 September, 2006

Beloveds, it is Lady Nada with the first of regular missives of peace brought to you by
my emissary Tazja Aurora. I bring this day tidings of great peace .. with many
dispensations offered those who receive this missive.
Let us begin, beloveds, with the breath, the breath of life .. breathing so deeply of the
breath of life .. for it opens the heart, beloveds, it raises the vibration and the velocity
at which your energy body vibrates .. and it allows the gentle release of those energies
of confusion, of sadness, of distortion and memory which interfere with the peace of
mind which is your divine right as a child of God. Breathing deeply, sweet child of God
.. lightworker from the heavenly realms, who comes to earth to place your individual
and unique key into the lock which is the divine plan for mankind .. in the return of
mankind to the peace of God’s love.
Many there are who stream upon the earth plane, bringing their instruments of gift
from the higher realms, concealed beyond the earthly miseries and buried deep
beyond true knowledge of self. For as divine ones come to the earth plane, upon
entering this place of denseness, the veil of forgetfulness of origin falls .. and dims the
knowledge of self .. and the earthly duality entombs in forgetfulness.
My role is for those lightworkers .. to bring tidings of remembrance, that all may know
of their origins, and may receive remembrance. I come accompanied by many leagues
of angels .. and our role is in dispensations offered to those lightworkers .. to ease the
load of earthly life .. to remove the karmic oppressions that bind and burden .. for with
Lady Quan Yin, Lady Portia and the Great Divine Director we form the Karmic Board ..
and such great desire there is in the heavenly realms that as many karmic constraints
as may be possibly taken from you .. are released. For you hold many karmic
memories and experiences, behaviours, beliefs, thought forms and programs .. as
records, akashic records .. and these are held within the individual chakras of your
energy body .. and the records you hold in your energy body draw to you experiences
which will ultimately result in your moving through initiations .. and creating a new
paradigm of behaviour, of reality .. based on the wisdom gained upon your walk
through these initiations. But beloveds, the burden you find in walking through these

initiations is beheld by us with much regret .. and within my role .. and within the
Karmic Board .. there is the desire and the wish that many dispensations of relief from
karmic burden .. may be brought to earth .. and that incomplete initiations of great
complexity and burden, sometimes beyond endurance .. be taken from you. This is my
role.
Allow now the chakra column to open, all of the individual chakras of your channel of
light. We start with the heart, for the heart indeed has the capacity to open all of the
chakras .. breathing deeply and opening the heart, unfurling like a lotus flower as the
first rays of the sun reach its petals, the light and the warmth of the rays allowing the
heart to unfurl .. and to open wide. Breathing into the heart now, and expanding in
the love that you are .. experiencing this love .. and expanding further into that love.
And the emissaries of love and of light from Arcturus and Andromeda, from Sirius and
the Pleiades come now, bearing their gifts of light technology .. releasing from the
heart those careworn sadnesses and griefs. Breathing as all pain releases.
And opening the higher heart, the thymus, the connection with All That Is.
And the throat, breathing into the throat and allowing the removal now of all fear of
speaking your truth, of speaking truly of that which you are and that which you hold,
all timidity to stand forward and to bask in your divinity is released from your throat
chakra. Archangel Michael steps forward with his Sword of Truth, removing all
obstacles which prevent your truth, your divinity, from being expressed upon earth.
Receiving this, with the breath. Expanding with the breath as all releases.
Breathing, and opening the brow chakra, where are held constrictions resulting from
memory and experiences from aeons past .. releasing the records and memories held
in the brow.
And breathing as the crown chakra opens wide .. and as the emissaries of light allow
this chakra to be opened most wide .. so that your ability to transmit and to receive
the influx of divine light is increased. And breathing up the energy of the heart.
And there are higher chakras .. the Soul Star, the Aum chakra .. and many others .. and
these are activated for you by the emissaries of light .. and mention is made that the
regular opening of your Rainbow Bridge, your channel of light, will enable the
activation and restoration of your galactic chakra column .. for it is use, combined with
Source energy, which has the capacity to restore your divine nature upon earth and to
restore your light body. Regular opening of your channel of light, your Rainbow Bridge
of light will result in the restoration and the activation of your galactic chakras and
body of light. Breathing up through the higher chakras, through the Suns and Moons,
the celestial realms, the galactic realms, the universal realms, the cosmic realms .. to
Source and to Father/Mother God/Goddess. And as you connect with the Source
realms, expanding further in love, as your heart opens more widely and your chakras
expand and vibrate with love.
Merging now with God Presence and commanding God Presence to descend and to
align with your Rainbow Bridge of light. And breathing in this love, this great
expansion and love…………………………………………………………………………………………

Breathing into your hara, your centre of power at your navel, as an amethyst crystal is
placed within this chakra .. restoring your centeredness, your place of solidity and of
certainty and of balance.
Opening the lower chakras now, the solar plexus .. and as the breath expands, the
emissaries of light release from this chakra those fears which constrict and bind and
freeze you, inhibiting your stepping forward upon your divine path .. for many fears
are held within this chakra of the light body of those other lifetimes .. both upon earth
and in the other realms .. of all that you have experienced across all the ages .. and
you have made incarnation in this lifetime so that the complete healing and release of
these fears may occur.
And the burden is clear in your walk through this path of initiation of overcoming
ancient fears .. and in addition there are the fears of the collective consciousness
which overwhelm ..surrounded as you are by the fear of humanity.
My emissaries of angelic intervention come now to place shields of violet light around
the extremity of your light bodies .. that you may receive protection from the thought
forms of the collective consciousness .. and may be enabled to break free of your own
fears without the burden of the collective’s thought forms which are otherwise so all
pervasive.
And a sapphire crystal is placed within the solar plexus .. enabling transmutation of all
fears held as karmic records .. to free you of these disabling fears .. so you may walk
forward upon your path in freedom. There is the desire to make your path through
initiations as graceful and as painless as possible. And as you visualise the sapphire
crystal now held within your solar plexus .. I ask that you now offer to me all of the
fears that you have which burden your life and which prevent your graceful steps
forward into the light of your divinity. Those fears of lack of self worth, of not being
good enough .. the doubt of your courage to move forward .. to move beyond
situations which do not serve you .. to move beyond the patterns of the past which
though they are known, and there is comfort in their ‘knownness’ .. are destructive to
you and hold you bound in limitation and disempowerment. Offer these to me, all of
your fears .. and the sapphire crystal allows the absolute annihilation of these fears.
These are the dispensations I bring to light workers.
Breathing into the sacral chakra, the seat of creativity and of sensuality. A crystal of
amber is placed within this chakra, enhancing the creative power and gifts you hold ..
for your gifts are many .. only fear and doubt prevent your bringing forth your gifts of
magnificent creativity. Fears and doubts which are transmuted by the amber, a
heavenly gift, that you may find the freedom of expression of your divine gifts .. for
you have a unique and beautiful gift for mankind .. and it is the creativity centre,
heightened and strengthened, restored to original blueprint, which allows your
expansion into your creator self.
To your base chakra, where is placed a glowing ruby, alight with power, with vitality,
with passion, with excitement for all that life offers. For the joys of earthly life are
varied, and many. And it is wished that you accept and enjoy all of life’s pleasures,
without limitation .. for lack is not expected of you, nor is limitation. You are asked to

expand your beliefs about that which you may receive .. to raise the standard .. to set
your mark high of that which will bring ease to your physical life. Experiencing the
energy of the ruby within your base, expanding, providing a great security and a
solidity and a certainty that your physical needs are cared for.
I ask that you now hand over to me all of the burden of your physical existence .. to
offer to me those challenges you face of physical survival .. and to ask now for those 7
items that would allow most ease to enter your life .. and do not limit yourselves .. for
there is no limit to that which the heavens may provide. For as lightworkers you are
most fully held and supported, provided for, guided and loved. Ask for that which will
bring most ease to your life in this coming week .. and in this coming year and beyond.
Ask to have provided that which will bring most ease and comfort to your physical life.
For there is no requirement that you live in lack of any of the earthly pleasures .. this is
a self-made requirement .. based upon ancient records and fears held within your base
chakra .. allow as special dispensation that these ancient records, limitations, fears,
doubts and worries be taken from you. Allowing a great expansion now of your being
.. accepting the release of all insecurity of physical survival. All releasing, beloveds.
And breathing as the link chakra between the knees is restored now and activated ..
for the link is the connector between your physical life and your spiritual life .. often
missing and incomplete.
To the earth star chakra which is beneath your feet .. again restored for you and
activated, for this chakra is most often incomplete .. and without this chakra you are
not fully able to be upon the earth plane, connected and secure and able to ground and
anchor your life and your projects.
Breathing down to the centre of the earth, and we ask now the Middle Earth
templeworkers and the ancient ones, the Inner Earth guardians to assist to secure and
to anchor your Rainbow Bridge of light deep within the core of the earth, connected
firmly to the crystal heart of Gaia. Without the anchoring of your energies deep within
the earth, you are unable to receive the nurturance of Gaia, and the provision of your
earthly needs. Breathe into Gaia’s heart, and accept her love, her support, her
nurturance. All the cornucopia of God’s garden of earthly pleasures is available to you
with connection of your column of light into the core of the earth. For without this,
you are not really upon the earth, not able to bring to earth your divine abilities and
gifts and to ground these for your own use, and the use of others.
And as you breathe Gaia’s energy up into your heart, the love of your God Presence
merges with the love of Gaia .. bringing such great expansion. Breathing into this
expansion, enjoying the lightness and the joy it brings, your light body aflood now
with light, your vibration increased so greatly, spilling out through your crown chakra
and overflowing into your light body. Aflood with rainbow golden light, expanding,
spreading wider and wider with light and with love.
And as you expand into that love, a golden rod is placed within your Rainbow Bridge,
firmly connecting you to the Source realms and to earth core, Mother Gaia ..
strengthening your Rainbow Bridge, enhancing, empowering, widening your column of
light .. as all obstructions are removed from your chakras and the free flow of light and
love from both heaven and from earth is allowed to move freely and fully.

As a message of love I offer guidance that daily use of this meditation, opening your
Rainbow Bridge daily and connecting with God Presence, and with Gaia, increases at a
great exponential rate the velocity at which your light body is able to vibrate, and
widens your flow of energy. And with your widened flow of Source energy, much
inspiration is able to be pulsed to you by your Family of Light. Messages of guidance
may be received .. through the heart’s beautiful wisdom and ability of ‘knowing’ .. for
the gift of knowing is that which is most easily able to be accessed by you. Though
vision of the third eye and clairvoyance is enjoyable and entertaining .. the gift of
knowing contains the heart’s wisdom .. and your heart knows all, contains knowledge
of all that you have ever been, knows of your highest and best qualities and gifts. Ah,
the journey of the heart. Such a journey of enlightenment .. to open the heart and to
hear its messages of beauty and wisdom. For the heart knows the way Home .. and
will lead you there upon your easiest path. Will guide you and take you Home upon
the most direct route .. without the need to take those irritating side paths which
delay and confuse and lead in wrong directions. The journey of the heart is the one we
all aspire to live and to learn. All the heaven’s wisdom is contained within the heart.
And my pearl of wisdom is now placed within your heart .. to allow remembrance of
your heart’s highest dreams and yearnings .. to allow you to hear your heart’s urgings
and messages of guidance and wisdom. To allow connection with your heart, to allow
healing and restoration of your heart .. for it is seen that you hold much careworn
sadness within the heart, and there is tiredness .. for you have walked this path of
service so many times before .. and many times you have given of your all, your heart,
your soul, your physical being .. and still there has been failure by mankind to heed the
messages you bring, to accept the love and the gifts you bring to restore all to love.
Many are the times when civilisations have fallen, and you have come to the physical
plane at those times of physical need by mankind, and given your all .. and it was not
enough. And there is tiredness within you, at the request that you be present again in
time of need by mankind .. and the fear is there that again there will be failure .. and
that your efforts will go unheeded. And my message of love is that there will be no
failure on this occasion .. for the Golden Age is upon us .. and all has been put in place
.. so many stream to the earth plane to play their role of love and service. And never
before have the heavens been so close to earth, with so much of assistance and
guidance available to its lightworkers. And so many Ascended Masters and celestial
ones, emissaries of love and of light watch over and guide, support and love you.
And regret there is of the times when you have been called upon in service .. and have
yourself become burdened with the denseness and duality of the earth plane, and have
sometimes become caught in this duality .. and these are the energies you bring to the
earth plane on this occasion for healing. You have agreed to incarnate on this
occasion so that the akashic records of duality, distortion and anomaly you have
incurred in previous lifetimes may be healed. And such a great opportunity is given
you that you may free yourself of these limiting wounds and memories.
But we see the tiredness and the burden you feel .. held as you are by the records and
memories of fear and doubt and disconnection from the heavenly realms .. of lack of
belief of your own divine nature .. of lack of belief that there is any support for you by
your Family of Light .. of fear of physical survival .. and feelings of inability to support
yourself adequately.

We see the steep path you walk to completion. And give you our assurances that you
are not alone upon this walk, never alone. You are held and supported, surrounded
and loved by so many legions of angels and Ascended Masters, and many emissaries of
light from the higher dimensions support your walk with energy healing and
restoration during your sleep state. The veils of forgetfulness enshroud your being as
you descend to earth .. and it is clearly seen the struggle sometimes to believe, to truly
believe, to fully believe, that which your heart knows as truth .. that you are indeed a
special being of light with a role of beauty to play for mankind .. and to truly believe
that you are held and supported by so many.
And your heart crystal receives restoration, the pearl of wisdom expanding with light,
and emanating such love and light and remembrance .. as memory returns to you
within your heart of your divine state .. and memory returns and connection is made
with your Family of Light who stand before you now. Breathing so deeply, as they
stand before you and pulse you with healing rays of such beautiful love .. all of the
healing coloured rays of the celestial realms are pulsed into your heart, expanding
your heart with remembrance, with joy, with love .. and overflowing through all your
chakras and filling your light body with all the celestial heavenly light.
Beloveds, I am most particularly able to be connected with each time you open your
Rainbow Bridge to Source and to Gaia .. present at those times, accompanying you,
pulsing you with sweet love and messages of guidance and inspiration. Much honour
is given you for your role and path of light. You are not alone, never alone. I am Lady
Nada.
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